Simple view of parton distributions: A historic approach
 Constituent Quark/Bag Model motivated valence approach -Use valence-like (primordial) quark distributions at some very low scale, Q 2 , perhaps a few hundred MeV -Radiatively generate sea and glue. Gluck, Godbole, Reya, ZPC 41 667 (1989)  It was quickly realized that some valence-like (primordial) sea was needed. Gluck, Reya, Vogt, ZPC 53, 127 (1992) 
Models Relate Antiquark Flavor Asymmetry and Spin
 Meson Cloud in the nucleon-Sullivan process in DIS 
Drell-Yan Spectrometer Guiding Principles
 Follow basic design of MEast spectrometer (don't reinvent the wheel):
 Where possible and practical, reuse elements of the E866 spectrometer.  E906 will have sufficient statistical precision to allow events within the shadowing region, x 2 < 0.1, to be removed from the data sample
E906 Detector
Other Possibilities: Transversely Polarized Target 2626 (1996)  HERMES has observed both effects in SIDIS 
